
Detailed version
Day 1 (18 Nov), Luis Day 2 (19 Nov), Luis Day 3 (20 Nov), Leticia Day 4 (21 Nov), Luis &

Lety

theme essentials libraries & workflows bioinformatics statistics and machine
learning

morning
block

9.30 - 12.30

 working with python 
notebooks

 computational thinking
 basic notions of python
 flow control

 overview of basic libraries
 working with libraries and 

managing them
 workflow

Other libraries and 
practical examples; 
pandas, numpy, seaborn,  
and matplotlib

 Bring your own 
data**……, let’s see what
we can do. Practical 
knowledge

12.30 - 13.30 ((( break ))) ((( break ))) ((( break ))) ((( break )))

afternoon
block

13.00 - 16.00

 data structures
 functions

introduction to pandas and numpy  Working with real data

 Biostatistics, statistical 
modeling

Machine learning Concepts

How to go from here?

16.00 - 17.00 exercises exercises exercises Q&A, closing & drinks

17:00-……….. Burger & Beer

Note to all attendants
Attendants that want to use their own laptops during the workshop, are kindly requested to install the JupitherLab notebooks  You 
can get it for free here: https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/getting_started/installation.html

During morning and afternoon blocks there will be free coffee for all participants. The coffee will be served out of the room. No 
drinks are allow inside.
Lunch will be served at the 3rd floor.

Last day after 17:00 they might kick us out of the department (not really), so for those who want to keep talking and have time we 
propose to go for a burger/beer near by 

Teachers: Luis Rodil-Fernandez (18th and 19th and 21th), David B.H. van Zessen (assistance) and Leticia G. Leon (20th and 21th) 

**We are not going to analyze your data, but we can help with the starting steps using the methods we will see during the course
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